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Abstract
this article addresses universal laws of the functioning of open systems involved in myth-oriented 
semiosis, categorisation and world-modelling. the paper focuses on isomorphic regularities oc-
curring in irrational rationalisation and respective verbal phenomena. the outlined systemic and 
inter-systemic interactions are interpreted from the standpoint of m-logic methodology, semiotics, 
cognitive linguistics and cultural studies. the paper suggests formalised notations for logical con-
struals, and demonstrates the cognitive premises of myth-oriented designations and the etymologi-
cal reconstruction of a basic operator’s content.
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i n t r o d u c t i o n

modern globalised ‘informational’ civilisation faces numerous challenges: 
ecological demise, military conflict and hybrid wars, technological advances that 
aggravate the human invasive impact on nature, ideological crises, cultural ‘fu-
sions’, epidemiological issues, etc, as well as typically human auto-destructive 
and competitive patterns of behaviour. in this context, the irrational component 
of categorisation, secondary myths and verbal construals functions as ‘naviga-
tional stimuli’ for social and cross-cultural interactions, subcultural transfor-
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mations, political discourse and scientific research. Present-day linguistic stud-
ies demonstrate a tendency towards interdisciplinary interpretations (Forceville 
2012; Zhabotynska 2019; Домброван 2020; Клименюк 2010; Терехова 2018). 
therefore, we attempt an integrative analysis of language units verbalising myth-
ical concepts and mythical scenarios. this article discusses universal patterns of 
the functioning of open systems (Bertalanffy 1968; minati 2002) which impact 
the algorithms of irrational rationalisation and the respective verbal construing 
of alternative realities. 

We address the phenomenon of irrational rationalisation as a set of interpreta-
tive cognitive operations and logical procedures that result in the generation of 
specific informational quanta pertaining to possible states of affairs within cer-
tain (observable, conventional, shifting and fuzzy, imaginary, etc) coordinates. 
Sets of interpretational procedures are triggered by either irrational incentives 
(relevant to states of ‘expanded consciousness’ associated with inspiration) or 
rational pragmatics (engineering pre-designed alternative worlds, fake realities, 
etc). in both cases, cognitive activities employ inchoative axiomatic (thus irra-
tional or ‘mythic’) structures as interpretational prisms or basic operators. these 
basic operators are identified as components of the mythical space (mS, an en-
ergy-informational continuum represented in the semiosphere and materialised 
in national language world-views), primarily mythical concepts and mythical 
scenarios, as well as diachronically created secondary mythical structures or de-
rivative simulacra.

irrationally triggered, motivated and ‘tuned’ scenarios of systemic interac-
tions which demonstrate different degrees of automatisation and recur within 
ever compressing time spans due to the increasing volume of information modify 
the configuration of the human ‘sense field’. these semiospheric transformations 
impact the ways of categorisation, the patterns of human interaction with the 
world and social groups, as well as human biological features as a species:

 
…SyS {cycle n} > SyS’ {cycle n’ = myth / mS [stimulus / governor] → 

practical (interpretational, cognitive, communicative…) activity [recurrent / re-
cursive automated patterns] → genetically embedded species’ features [opera-
tional ‘drivers’ for standard patterns of activity]} > SyS’ {cycle n’} …

We approach the respective national linguo-cultures and language world-
views, primarily their myth-related segments, as containers of verbal correlates 
of basic patterns regulating inter-system interactions. these patters appear to be 
isomorphic with the fundamental laws of nature that define the functioning of 
open systems in space, time and energy exchange.
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D i s c u s s i o n :  m e t h o d o l o g i c a l  p r e m i s e s  o f  a n a l y s i s

addressing lingual phenomena of diverse nature, we carry out an interdisci-
plinary multi-vectored analysis of verbal signs representing mythical concepts 
and scenarios. this integrated approach encompasses analytical and synthetic 
procedures, and focuses on the reconstruction of inchoative irrational axioms. 
the focal points of the employed approach towards lingual, cognitive, social and 
cultural phenomena are the following key concepts, which constitute the ‘m-
logic’ (Kolesnyk 2017), namely:

1) the neo-anthropocentric or rather eco-centric perspective of analysis and 
interpretation (shifting the focus from the personality towards the functioning of 
natural systems, establishing the correspondence between the studied phenome-
na and the universal laws of nature) (Capra, 1996; Brier, 1999). 

2) the irrational ‘mythical’ determinism of verbal designation processes and 
respective cognitive/conceptualising procedures, i.e. the irrational premises of 
myth-oriented semiosis as the basic mechanism for creating alternative realities. 
Considering the universal nature of causative relations between oversystems, sys-
tems and subsystems, we apply the following model to: (a) the structure of the 

Figure 1. hierarchical structurestructureure of an open system
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language system and potential lingual signs; (b) verbal construals pertaining to the 
‘activated’ state of the system; (c) existential modes of a language user (Figure 1). 

3) the non-linear causative logic of interactions between systems and their 
components (establishing multi-dimensional volumetric relations between phe-
nomena and notions) that corresponds to the principles of the development of 
open systems and the enigmatic nature of bifurcations marking their transitional 
states (focusing on hierarchical correlations, compensatory mechanisms respon-
sible for the sustainability of systems, a dialectic balance between systems’ entro-
pic dynamics and the tendency towards homeostasis, etc) (minati, 2002) 

4) relativity and the ‘fuzzy’ nature of both mythical phenomena in their on-
tology, their mental interpretations, and verbal representations. the notion of 
‘fuzzy entity’ (Fe) refers to both elements of mS and phenomena inaccessible 
via standard rigid logic (Zadeh, 1972). Sets of Fes’ conceptualised features (as 
well as the respective energy-information quanta) form clusters with flexible 
(dynamic, diffuse, ‘fuzzy’) contours shaped by causative, associative, partitive 
and locative-transformational attractors: Δan (ontological features), Δbn (func-
tional features), Δcn (axiological features), Δdn (locative features), where n  stands 
for the degree of a feature’s manifestation within a changeable range.

5) enigmatic phenomena (ePh) involved in shaping myth-related possible 
world (allowing for implicit connections between systems, fuzzy [vague or hid-
den] parameters of objects involved in scenarios, unpredictable contours of 
expected informational developments caused by irrational [mythical or super-
systemic and thus unknown] reasons). therefore, we regard an eP as both a 
marker of a system’s entropy and a trigger of dynamic (arguably evolutionary) 
transformations. 

in the context of non-rigid categorisation and mythical operators’ impacting 
communication and world-modelling, verbally mediated quantum transitions 
that involve ePhs appear as:

 (scen n’) 
in x (r/m) ∑anbncndn

trans(Δε / mSa0b0c0d0)
oUt
Δx (r/m) ∑an+1bn+1cn+1dn+1

∃ (scen Δn')
in x (r/m) ∑a?b?c?d?

trans (Δε / mSa0b0c0d0)
oUt
Δx (r/m) ∑a?+1b?+1c?+1d?+1
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this reads: for any variant of scenario n’ involving a real or mythical object 
х and employing verbalised data on its ontological (a), functional (b), locati-
ve-temporal (d), and axiological (c), features revealed to a degree n, provided 
there is a set of causative factors (an impulse, energy Δε) and the influence of 
mythical basic operators that outline the object’s prototype parameters (mSa-

0b0c0d0), the scenario results in the object’s expected transformation reflected in 
its parameters’ change  an+1bn+1cn+1dn+1 there is yet an unpredicted scenario Δ(n’), 
characterised by fuzzy/unknown data at the ‘input stage’ and an unexpected 
transformation of the object at the ‘output stage’. if the system undergoes a po-
sitive adaptive transformation (scen Δ(n’) = 1) the following quest-type scenario 
sequence unfolds: scen n’ → scen Δ(n’) →scen n’+1, where states of affairs are 
close to expected ones. 

if the scenario fails due to a lack of data, the deterioration of the object’s pa-
rameters, or failing to achieve the expected goal, then: scen n’ →scen Δ(n’) → 
scen n’∞, i.e. the scenario re-occurs with different input data or: scen n’ → scen 
Δ(n’) → scen -n’, i.e. the object is annihilated. 

as the object x is not the only ‘fuzzily parametric’ participant in scenarios, 
we exercise the idea of the scenarios’ virtually unlimited range of variation. the 
degree of variation in the objects’ parameters Δ largely depends on the charac-
teristics of lingual signs that designate it, primarily on account of the possible 
multiple interpretations of their semantics.

6) inversion as a fundamental property in the fluctuations of systems (apart 
from bifurcations) that are caused by an excessive level of hierarchically diverse 
unbalanced systems’ entropy and their adaptive metamorphoses determined by 
universal laws of the development of systems. m-logic exercises the mythical 
principle ‘above is as below’, and traces common features in various systems’ 
componential rearrangements targeting primarily the re-orientation of seman-
tics and senses as well as transformations of the respective spaces. a large-scale 
culturally relevant inversion is the historic migration of mS from the nuclear 
segment of world-views to the periphery and back. 

7) isomorphism between lingual code-ons’ carriers (sounds) and their inner 
form, the latter associated with wave-like neural processes pertaining to percep-
tion, interpretation and the transmitting of information ‘riding’ the principle of 
iconicity and the mechanism of intersystem resonance (isomorphism between 
semantic and neurologically generated fields responsible for the work of an irra-
tionally ‘tweaked’ ‘collective mind’). 

8) synchronic-diachronic or ‘stream-like’ mode of lingual data within the 
semiosphere (accessing the entire database of the human semiosphere targeting 
universal patterns of informational exchange and respective lingual codes’ paral-
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lels; considering contrary inchoative informational quanta involved in the con-
ceptualisation/modelling of worlds (conceptual oxymorons like ‘ordered chaos’, 
‘living dead’, and ‘dark light’ etc) and identifying wave-like semio-genesis as a 
means and manifestation of cognitive projections of the multitude of possible 
worlds and realities.)

except for these interdisciplinary considerations, in our analysis and inter-
pretations of lingual data, we exercise ‘broadband analogue networking’ based 
on the principle of gnoseological relativity (Gödel, 1949), i.e. identifying the 
synergetic interaction patterns common to systems of diverse etiology and tradi-
tionally tackled from specific scientific vantage points.

D i s c u s s i o n :  u n i ve r s a l  p a t t e r n s  o f  s y s t e m s ’  i n t e r a c t i o n 
i n  t h e  a n a l y s i s  o f  my t h - r e l a t e d  ve r b a l  s i g n s

in the integrated multi-aspectual analysis of verbal units denoting compo-
nents of mS we reconsider algorithms of the interaction of open systems that are 
isomorphic to the laws of nature and, arguably, to the patterns of natural langu-
age functioning and respective cognitive mechanisms. Considering the universal 
laws of similarity (fractal expansion), causality and cyclical development, we also 
register the enigmatic nature of systems development vectors in any segment of 
time-space. the said systemic properties appear to be factually copied at various 
levels of existence (including lingual phenomena, hence their multiple relati-
vistic interpretations and categorically flux synthetic inferences on account of 
the variable dynamic states of affairs in alternative realities of diverse etiology). 
thus, we speak of the following common premises of linguo-semiotic, mythical-
conceptual and cultural phenomena.

1. The law of polarity (dialectic unity of opposites) that applies to contrary 
parameters of any open system’s terminal components and contributes to their in-
stability in principio. as a system strives for balance and order, its asymmetry and 
entropy stimulate its adaptive, progressive and inversive transformations.

this dialectic fusion manifests itself on the structure of conceptual oxymo-
rons. the latter stand for binary relatively static patterns that encompass con-
trary features of mythical concepts, thus representing the whole range of their 
potential orientations, reflect the ambivalent nature of mythical axioms, and 
facilitate systems accepting contrarily directed misbalancing impulses from diverse 
conceptual hierarchies (worlds) and entering evolutionary (adaptive) or destructive 
(entropic) transitions. these types of oxymorons (like KnoWn myStery, live 
[UnDeaD], DeStrUCtive ProteCtor, orDereD ChaoS, GooD 
evil) depend on sets of contracting features’ reference and hierarchical affiliation. 
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For instance, the following designations refer to the possible identification of con-
trarily oriented spatial objects: Sí an ghealach, // mall san oíche // ‘Sí an ghrian ‘this 
is the moon in the night, this is the Sun’; or temporal-existential phenomena: Sí na 
Samhna, // tús na Bliain Úr. // ‘Sí an crann marbh. // Deireadh an tua ‘this is Sam-
hain, the beginning of the year. this is a dead tree, the end of the year’ (enya 1992); 

Systems’ dynamic transformations in space-time can unfold as transgression 
(repolarisation accompanied by a break in basic functional patterns) or inversion 
(reprofiling and rearranging the systems’ components). For example, the concept 
of anthroPomorPhiC BeinG which ‘rides’ the overlapping conceptual 
oxymorons hUman inhUman and inhUman hUman, while both struc-
tures are capable of inverting into each other as a result of mythical scenarios like 
maGiC tranSFormation, cf. Geralt znikąd. Jestem wiedźminem. … Mój 
dom, to Kaer Morhen, Wiedźmińskie Siedliszcze. …Tam produkowało się takich jak 
ja. Przeszedłem tam zwykłą mutację. ‘Geralt from nowhere. I am a witcher. 
My home is Kaer Morhen, the witchers’ settlement. Ones like myself 
were made there. I underwent a regular mutation there’ (Sapkowski 1998, 
118).

Cf. also designations of fundamental existential phenomena correlating with 
the oxymorons live UnDeaD and liGht DarKneSS: ‘… какие преграды из 
ткани Сущего смогут остановить существо, созданное из лоскутьев Света, 
сшитых нитями Тьмы?’ ‘Which obstacles made of the tissue of life can stop a 
being created from the shards of light sewn together by the threads of Darkness?’ 
(Перумов 2002, 408); as well as a number of spatial concepts that appear as vari-
ants of the StrUCtUreD ChaoS oxymoron: Things from the Dungeon Dimen-
sions, clustering around the magical leakage and constantly probing the walls of reality 
(Pratchett 2000, 28), implying the idea of multiverse comprising hostile subver-
sums; Прокляття земної долі ‘the Curse of earthly fate’ (Соколян 2008, 21), 
where the ‘inverted heaven’ provides operational space for DeStiny. in a broad 
sense, virtually all human practices (cultural, cognitive, semiotic, etc) demonstrate 
structural and semantic features that fit the oxymoron UniverSal UniQUe. 
the logical of irrational rationalisation, peculiarities of mS’s content, individual 
pragmatics and peculiar extralinguistic contexts, generate specific (mostly conflict-
ing) world-views which are still compatible.

2. The law of reiterations correlates to the phenomenon of fractality as 
infinite iterations of a scaled structure of a certain object/process which occur 
within the interior systemic dichotomies (initial oxymoron-like structures). With 
regard to mS’s functioning and verbal world modelling, this law manifests itself 
as the multiple accentuation of the respective basic concepts or contextually 
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profiled features of the world (as states of affairs within it are expected to change, 
due to repeated verbal designations of its constituents).

this accentuation is based on the polysemantic nature of language units, as 
well as the pragmatic ‘equi-finality’ of synonymic units’ functioning. For in-
stance, old english designations of the KinG/rUler are based on a number of 
conceptual metaphors and metonymies that are reinforced multiple times:

KinG iS a ProteCtor/DeFenDer: eodor Scyldinga ‘defender of Scild-
ings’ (Beo, 428, 662), seleweard ‘hall guardian’ (Beo, 667), eorla hleo ‘protector 
of thanes’ (Beo, 791, 1034, 1866, 2189), folces weard ‘guardian of people’ (Beo, 
2513), wigendra hleo ‘protector of warriors’ (Beo, 429, 899, 2337), helm Scyldinga 
‘helmet of Scildings’ (Beo, 1321); 

KinG iS a rUler: frean Ingwina ‘ingveons’ ruler’ (Beo, 1319), gumdryhten 
‘lord of the clan’ (Beo, 1642), mandryhten ‘lord of people’ (Beo, 2647); 

KinG iS a Warrior/WarlorD: wigena hlaford ‘warriors’ lord’ (Bm, 
135), Hreðcyning ‘victory king’ (Wid, 7); Herefarena cyning ‘king, the lord of the 
army’ (Wid, 34), sigedryhtne ‘victorious lord’ (Wid, 104), leoflic lindwiga ‘beloved 
shield-bearer’ (Beo, 2603); 

KinG – GeneroUS: hira beaggyfan ‘giver-of-rings’ (Beo, 1102), sinces 
brytta ‘breaker-of-treasures’ (Beo, 607, 1170, 1921, 2071), beaga bryttan ‘breaker 
of rings’ (Beo, 35, 352), sincgyfan ‘giver-of-treasures’ (Beo, 1012, 1342; 23:278);

KinG – oUStanDinG: þegn ungemete ‘unsurpassed ruler’ (Beo, 2721), se-
lestan sæcyninga ‘the best of sea-kings’ (Beo, 2382), unforcuð eorl ‘noble thane’ 
(Bm, 50; Wid, 12).

these units denote a KinG as a subject of superb qualities and a prototype 
member of a social group who is therefore capable of sustaining the connec-
tion with the oversystem (the SaCral SPhere) and transmitting the system’s 
‘development programme’ suggested by the oversystem. Designations of the KinG 
in texts and discourse counstruals of different historic periods refer to the same 
features, thus implying the tactical effectiveness of the unfolding scenarios or the 
strategic correction of the current state of affairs, cf. In Aragorn Elessar the dignity of 
the kings of old was renewed (tolkien 2000, 364), i.e. the respective status is gained 
due to the king’s facilitating a number of successful quest-like scenarios which save 
the world.

in a strictly linguistic perspective, the principle of fractality corresponds to 
the principle of analogies: ablaut gradations appear to be patterns of ‘quantor-
ing’ verbalised information; diachronically stable root morphemes iconically 
represent ‘basic functional scripts’ of the denoted object/phenomenon, etc. in a 
broader sense, we regard fractality as copying the internal structure of mS and 
its segments, and applying their architecture to the modelled realities of different 
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levels. a modelled reality (a possible world as a semantic, logical, mathemati-
cal model or an ontologically observable/empirically inaccessible continuum) 
follows the logic of irrational rationalisation, and arises as a sequence of ‘inlaid 
isomorphic and isofunctional loci that construe a focal object, a world’s centre 
within a ritualistic-mythical tradition’. therefore, changes in any segment of the 
mythical ‘matrix’ of the world cause changes in its other sectors, regardless of the 
distance between them in the physical (‘real’, observable) time-space (Kolesnyk 
2019).

however, fractality does not negate the variability of mythical scenarios. the 
latter unfold according to the laws of nature (rather than solely human factors), 
which are implicitly present in the national cultural codes. While fractality is 
reflected in the traditional idea of a human as a micro κόσμος i.e. [13], anthrop 
systems (mostly unnatural in terms of their pathological impact on nature) are 
capable of reaching the plane of the oversystem, and introducing changes to it by 
resolving the conflicts between CUltUre and natUre (in case of eco-centric 
projective world-modelling). the inner form of a designation unit denoting a 
fragment of mS contains condensed models of all possible variants of the respec-
tive concept’s functioning within mythical (myth-oriented, secondary, possible, 
etc) world-views and conceptualised inter-systemic relations. the fractality of 
mS’s architecture provides equally ranking polycentric conceptual and semantic 
interactions (an analogue to the universal mythical principle of ‘participation’ 
referring to a natural state of affairs) within a verbally mediated ‘multiverse’. 
incorporating fractal interaction into analysis allows us to see beyond the ‘su-
pernatural’ or ‘magic’ features of phenomena, objects and processes and their 
transformations.

3. The law of conservation (of mass, energy, etc), which could be identi-
fied as ‘the pattern of similarity and consequence’ as an expansion of the law of 
reiteration, manifests the universal triadic hierarchical correlation of systems, 
their constituents and clusters of systems in terms of their causative-consecutive 
relations. according to this law, a system absorbs prior experience, and adapts ef-
fective patterns of energy-information interaction for new contextual conditions 
(configurations of the focal senses correlating to the universal patterns of sys-
tems’ interactions reiterate at various scales). mS as the container of inchoative 
interpretative axioms is regarded as a subsystem. the semantic space of a given 
culture provides the choice of basic interpretative operators, thus functioning as 
the attractor at a systemic level. Consequently, the semiosphere as the container 
of diachronically shaped quanta of senses (universal human experience) appears 
to be the attractor of the super-systemic level that defines the purpose and pecu-
liarities of the system’s functioning.
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the hierarchical (hypo-hyperonymic) relations between the triad’s compo-
nents create a ‘field of possibilities’ that defines the trajectory of the development 
of objects belonging to one of these planes or migrating between them. the 
purpose and strategic programme of development are defined by the over-system 
(superordinate plane of existence). the system itself chooses and implements 
the tactics of development at the basic level of existence. Subsystems belonging 
to the subordinate plane of existence provide the inventory of means, tools and 
specific techniques for implementing scenarios which target pre-set goals.

as the cognitive tools employed by the subjects at lower levels of the triad are 
normally insufficient for comprehending the holographic image of the world and 
the sense of existence pre-designed by the oversystem, different mythical tradi-
tions associate the latter with ‘higher powers’ (Germanic wyrd / Örlög, Slavic, 
Ukrainian доля, etc) or extraordinary beings like gods. these supersystemic en-
tities govern the systems, which are represented by the triad nature-Person-So-
ciety (equi-ranking and cooperating according to the principle of participation in 
the eco-centric perspective, yet distorted human-dominated in the current ‘real’ 
state of affairs). Diverse social institutions, artefacts, languages that facilitate the 
flow of mythic scenarios, are identified as subsystems.

4. The law of cyclical development (correlating to the dialectic law of 
the passage of quantitative changes into qualitative ones, as well as the pattern 
of systems’ phasal transitions) outlines the sequences of involution/evolution 
stages in the development of cultures, world-views and informational fields. the 
same logic applies to sequences of analytical and synthetic procedures in sci-
entific interpretations, material (corpuscular) and wave (quantum) premises of 
ontologically observable objects, deviation from the norm, the introduction of a 
non-normative element into a system and the rise of a new norm, migration of 
mS from the nuclear part of world-views to their periphery and back, etc.

With regard to lingual and conceptual phenomena, this law describes the mi-
gration of conceptual domains within world-views as well as profiling/shading 
certain components of the language units’ semantics, and the recurring reorien-
tation of axiological and evaluative connotations of the units denoting mythi-
cal concepts. For instance, reconstructing the etymology of units denoting the 
WitCh concept results in seemingly contradictory interpretations (for a de-
tailed discussion, see [liberman 2008, 215-224]). the controversial etymologies 
(empirically non-verifiable due to the lack of experience concerning respec-
tive practices) reflect terminal features outlining a conceptual sphere structured 
around the WitCh concept:

(1) o.e. wicce, wicca ‘witch’, ‘witcher’, wiccian ‘to use spells’, wīglian ‘to 
prophesy, predict’, wīglere ‘wizard’, gewīglung ‘spells’ < Germ. weihs ‘holy’ (~ 
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lat. victima ‘victim’, containing the feature {[‘to separate’] > metaph. [‘to alien-
ate, estrange’] > [‘to be extraordinary’]} < i.e. ueik- ‘extract, separate’ that could 
be associated with ‘particles, energy carriers’, also ~ ueigh-’way’( Pokorny 1959, 
1128), i.e ‘trajectory of stream of particles’ that allows a hypothetical reconstruc-
tion ‘(un)controlled power/energy’ > ‘extraordinary (way of) being’); 

(2) Germ. weihs ~ o.e. wēofod (wēofud, wīobud, wiohbed) ‘altar’, northumb. 
wīgbed, where wīg- is regarded as a variant of wīh-, while o.e. wīg ‘idol, image’ 
(but also ‘war, battle’ i.e. ‘conflict, clash’ that allows a hypothetical reconstruc-
tion ‘the clash of supernatural powers/energies controlled by a wizard’), o.n. 
-veig in personal names like Rannveig (vé < *wīha- ‘altar’), so ‘witch’ < *{[‘con-
troller’] / [‘user of the means controlling powers’]}; 

(3) o.e. wicca ~ Germ. wiegen ‘to rock’, G., Dut. wigelen ‘to rock, shake’, G. 
bewegen ‘move’ > ‘uncontrolled movement’ (as a part of kinesthetic manifesta-
tions like convulsions involved in prophets’ activities (cf. Gr. μαντις ‘prophet’, 
Gr. μανια ‘rage’, and typological parallel: Goth. woþs’vehement’ < *vat- ‘spiri-
tual agitation’, as in Scr. api-vat-, lat. vātēs, o.irl. fáith ‘prophet, poet’) (Feist 
1888, 136), probably cognate with o.e. Woden, o.n. Oðinn, o.h.G. Wuotan 
(Balg, 1887, 570), the god of war, wisdom and poetry, allegedly involved in 
magic practices: En tik sida kodu // Samseyu i, // ok draptu a vett sem volur, // 
vitka liki.

‘and you as i heard, on Samsey [were] and beat the drum like a witch’ (lok, 
24).

(4) e. witch ~ o.e. witega, o.h.G. wîzago ~ o.e. wīt(e)ga that probably relate 
to each other like a later transition wissen > wizard, which is traditionally ex-
plained by deformation/simplification tg > tk > kk / cc as in o.e. wītga > wicca, 
o.n. vitki ‘wizard’ (in which the said transition is incomplete). in this case witig 
‘wise, clever’ < witan and wītga, wītiga ‘prophet’ < *wītig ‘to see’ are accepted 
as possible. this hypothesis allows reconstructing the model {[‘to know’]} > 
‘witch’, as well as identifying the possible trajectory of negative connotations 
{[‘to know’] > [‘different due to knowing more’] > [‘strange due to being differ-
ent’] > [‘dangerous due to being strange’] > [‘evil’]} developing in wītga > wicca 
> wicked (hence o.n. vitka (2) ‘to reprimand, punish’ (vries 1962, 670). Diverse 
interpretations concern accentuating different aspects of polysemantic and ge-
netically close i.e. stems *wīh-’holy’, *wīg-, *wīh- ‘idol’ / ‘war’, *weik- ‘spin, 
move’, * weku- ‘speak’ (verbal nature of magical practices). this diversity reflects 
the contrary (polar) experience acquired by different human groups while in-
teracting with respective phenomena. thus, different sets of verbalised features 
appear to refer to the ‘norm’ in historical versions of national world-views. Ac-
centuating the respective features contributes to the basic configuration of an 
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alternative world, cf. neutral (1), negative (2), or positive (3) implications of the 
WitCh concept: (1) Heiði hana hétu // hvars til húsa kom, //völu velspáa, // vitti 
hon ganda ‘heid she was called, when she entered the house, a prophet-witch 
who cast spells’ (völ, 22); (2) The witch grinned in the half-light. ‘Aye, but Valgard 
is a tool I shall use to make a weapon that will pierce Skafloc’s heart (anderson 
1981, 36), (3) they were proud of having a witch in the family! (Pratchett 2000, 53).

5. The law of alternative choices defines the dynamics of the systems’ 
development: at each specific moment in a certain (time-space, informational, 
semantic, etc) continuum’s fluctuation, any engaged system passes a bifurcation 
point. the acquired contextual configurations of lingual construals are deter-
mined mostly by the language user’s pragmatics. they are also impacted by a 
number of extra-linguistic attractors and repellents pertaining to both a super-
systemic level or synergetic ‘operational space’, and not necessarily consciously 
taken into consideration. Sets of factors influencing this choice are infinitely 
variable, so the systems’ behaviour is both rational and irrational, and there-
fore enigmatic. thus, the pragmatic choice made at each level of interaction 
determines the way bifurcations are passed in terms of the systems’ general ori-
entation (the textual world’s configuration), discourse strategies, tactics, word-
building models, choice of idioms, prosody, etc. 

6. The law of hierarchical and synergetic development pertains to the 
‘stream-like’ mode of multi-dimensional open systems. as the paradigmatic 
(hierarchical) plane of diverse codes conforms to their syntagmatic (synergetic) 
plane, units with a pre-set configuration (language signs encoding prior cultural 
experience) change their properties and enter dynamic multi-dimensional clus-
ters which generate contextual noematic senses. Considering the fact that so-
called ‘precedent phenomena’ (containers of relatively stable features) and non-
verbal codes are also involved in the categorisation and verbal representation of 
the world (as well as verbal creating possible worlds), the said conceptual and se-
mantic clusters demonstrate a multi-modal inter- and hyper-textual architecture.

the hierarchical plane of energy-informational exchange processes employs 
the dichotomy of ‘development programme’ (imposed by an oversystem, intro-
duced via level 7 of a system) vS ‘resources for fulfilling the programme’ (pro-
vided by subsystems, available at level 1 of the system). the synergetic plane 
unfolds within the dichotomy of ‘interaction’ vS ‘results of interaction’ (both 
expected and achieved). texts created in different historical periods can therefore 
enter intertextual ‘diachronic-synchronic construals’. their internal structure 
exercises allusive connections, while the texts themselves become neological 
phenomena that generate new cultural patterns and subcultures.
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7. The law of expediency (determinism) of development defines the 
logic in the unfolding of scenarios that defines the vector of modifying states 
of affairs within a certain world. the above-mentioned hierarchical dichotomy 
reflects determinative-regulative systemic relations: the programme (metaphori-
cally, the energy of the Fire element from a SaCral SPhere that outlines 
sets of strategic reasons and the purposes of a system) sets up ‘default coordi-
nates’ for the system. each hierarchically higher level (subsystem) functions as a 
governing operator for the hierarchically lower one, the vector of development 
being directed from level 7 to level 1.

Progressive-modificational relations (from level 1 to level 7) reflect the evolu-
tion of a system’s components as it executes the said programme.

eventually, symmetric determinative-causative relations unfold in correlations 
of level 7 → level 1 (an ‘input programme’ attracts adequate material resources), 
level 6 → level 2 (axiological navigational coordinates trigger comfortable ‘emo-
tional’ states of a system), level 5 → level 3 (peculiarities of inter-systemic relations 
determine the ‘mental’ activities of each participant), while level 4 represents a 
transitional plane of an otherwise complete system. these patterns of causality un-
fold simultaneously, while the differences in the nature and dimensional param-
eters of the codes involved in world modelling result in hybrid cultural patterns, 
subcultures, informational simulacra based on secondary and tertiary myths, a 
semantic multiverse, etc.

Co n c l u s i o n

a number of patterns of functioning of open systems that conform with the 
universal laws of nature are relevant within the context of verbally mediated in-
teractions. these patterns are engaged in irrational cognition, irrational rational-
isation, and myth-oriented semiosis as the primary mechanism of verbal world 
modelling. verbal world modelling and the further genesis of cultural gestalts, 
conceptual spaces and world-views follow a ‘quest-like’ non-linear logic. the 
fundamentally irrational nature of these processes is defined by both the choice 
of inchoative interpretational axioms (components of the mythical space) and 
the determinative impact of the superordinate governing structures. 

the isomorphic mechanisms of categorisation, verbal designation and creat-
ing cultural patterns comply with the universal laws of development of open 
systems. except for solely linguistic purposes, an integrated interdisciplinary ap-
proach towards verbal, conceptual and cultural phenomena is promising with 
regard to prognostic analysis and gaming therapy.
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Oleksandr Kolesnyk
Summar y

Present-day linguistic studies that are regarded as interdisciplinary are still 
incapable of suggesting solutions to fundamental issues concerning the origin 
of language, the nature of irrational modes of cognition, and the crossing over 
of myths into various domains of the ‘rational’ postmodern world. this article 
addresses these issues from the standpoint of the myth-oriented semiosis theory, 
semiotics, linguo-cultural and linguo-cognitive studies, accentuating their cor-
relation with phenomena pertaining to the worlds of different degrees of ‘reality’ 
and created via codes other than lingual. We outline the basic assumptions that 
lead to the further search for universal patterns of energy-information exchange 
between systems of a diverse nature. this is the neo-anthropocentric approach 
that focuses on man’s relative and dynamic, rather than focal and dominating, 
status within the network of life, as well as in research procedures; the causa-
tive-systemic world-view and combination of rational and irrational (sensory, 
intuitive, ‘pre-learned’) cognitive procedures. We also consider the principle of 
‘gnoseological relativity’ that allows multiple interpretations of the data obtai-
ned, as well as integrating seemingly contradictory theories and approaches to-
wards analysis, thus aiming at creating a multi-dimensional model of interactions 
of open systems.

the article discusses the following patterns of the said development of sys-
tems: the law of polarity, the law of reiteration, the law of conservation, the law 
of cyclical development, the law of alternative choices, the law of hierarchical 
and synergetic development, and the law of expediency. manifestations of these 
laws are traced at the levels of lingual units, texts, myth and cultural patterns.


